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Students
win
Target
goodies
Store hosts late-night shopping fest

Animal

KATIENewsKUSTURA
Editor

As April Rives stood
inside the SuperTarget
located in Waterford
Lakes, people around her
chanted in her support.
"Let's go April," shouted UCF cheerleaders,
Rives' friends and other
supporters.
The computer animation major was the lucky
student chosen to partici-

pate in the Target Mad
Dash as part of Target's
Back to College event for
UCF freshmen.
The event, which ran
from 10:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
on Aug. 21, gave freshmen
students a chance to do
some late-night, lastminute shopping for their
first semester of college.
During the Mad Dash,
which was the first part of
the event attended by
more than 5,000 students,

Rives had 12 minutes to
locate specific items
throughout the store.
Rives' friends raced
behind her and helped
locate everything on the
list from the laundry
detergent to aprinter.
After completing the
Dash, Target gave her
prizes, including a flatscreen TV, a desk and a
mini fridge with a dry
PLEASE SEE TARGET ON A9
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Knightro poses with April Rives,the winner of the Mad Dash,part ofTarget's Back
to College event for UCF freshmen on Aug. 21.

Newfrat
starting
colony
phase
New fraternity

Crime

WHEN
DON'TROBBI
FORGETNG

MASK

Note to would-be bank robbers:
when robbing abank, be sure to put
on your mask. Police said arobbery
suspect had adust mask around his
neck but didn't pull it over his face
when he walked into an HSBC
branch Wednesday afternoon in the
town of Eden, 15 miles south of
Buffalo.

becoming official
EMRE
KELLY
Editor-in-Chief

Breaking
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

LATE KNIGHTS HOSTS
EXTREME LK FRIDAY

This Friday, August 27, Late
Knights wil be hosting an event at
Memory Mal
as its first
the Fall
semester.
Thel event
wil ofinclude
"extreme'' events such as aBMX
stunt
extremeanddodgeball,
bungieshow,
trampoline,
arockwalal
for climbing.

LOCAL &STATE,A2

DISORIENTED BY
LIGHTS, BABY
.TURTLES DIE

Baby loggerhead
in two
southwest
Floridaturtles
communities
have died after crawling toward
land-based
ofthefor
horizon of thelightsGulfinstead
It is illegal
lights to be shone on the beach
due to environmental concerns.

CANDIDATE FOR
CONGRESS ROBBED
AT GUNPOINT

Authorities say Marleine Bastien,
an advocate and candidate for
Congress, was robbed at gunpoint
while
to make
acam-in
paign waiting
appearance
at achurch
North Miami.
-=-
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After three years of patience;
- Ram Sharma can look forward
fraternity-related events that will
be hosted by the newly accepted
Delta Lambda Phi in the fall.
Sharma is asenior majoring in
micro and molecular bi9logy; psychology and English. He had reguCOURTESY UCFCOLLEGE OFM
EOICINE larly attended the Delta Lambda
The UCF College of Medicine will be using innovative and interactive technology in its state-of-the-art building.
Phi conferences in attempt to
be prepared for the day UCF
accept it into its Greek syssome of the technology that stu- would
dents in the UCF College of Medi- tem.Delta Lambda Phi. according to
cine will be using this year.
is a"national social fraThe college ofmedicine recent- its website,
for gay, bisexual and proly debuted its state-of-the-art med- ternity
men." It is, however, not
ical education building that fea- gressive
requiredthat an individual begay
tures technology that no other or
bisexual in order to become a
medical school in the state ofFlori- member
the fraternity. Any
da has, and in one case, is the first malemay of
join.
of its kind in the U.S.
From its website, the fraternity
"The dean gave tis the challenge states
that its mission is centered
to make this the most technologi- on being
organization
cally advanced medical school, and for social aandnonprofit
purposwe needed to do that," said Ron es. Founded inrecreational
it is still arelKnappenberger, the assistant atively young 1986,
organization comMARISA
RAMICCIO
your iPod touch out of your bag · director ofeducational technology pared with many
other university
Contributing Writer
and, instead of ,cranking up your for the College of Medicine.
favorite song, you start browsing Arelease on the college's web- fraternities.
"We really have alot to offer
You walk into class and, instead through your apps - because your sitestates that the 170,000 squareof flipping open your textbook, professor told you to.
foot building located in LakeNona UCF, and we're a very philanyou flip open your laptop and look Sounds like a class from the
PLEASE SEEFRATERNITY ON A
10
up your textbook online. You dig future, right? Wrong. This is just
PLEASE SEE SCHOOL ON A
16
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UCF leading way with new classroom

Man found dead in car at Libra
welcomes
freshmen
acts
B2 lot near Millican Hall asCommunity
student refuge
EMRE KELLY &KATIE KUSTURA
Editor-in-Chiefand News Editor

UCF police are currently investigating asuspicious
death near Millican Hall.
According to Grant Heston. assistant vice president
of UCF News &Information. aman was found dead
inside a silver BMW 3
Series sedan.
Arelease from Sgt. 'Iroy
Williamson of the UCF
Police Department identified the man as 41-year-old
Troy Steven Smith of
Apopka.
Despite original reports,
amedical examiner ruled
that thevictim did not suffer any gunshot wounds,
eventhough a380 caliber
gun was found

•

Forupdateson
the story, chec:k
www.UCFNews.com

Blood was also found ori
thebody.
Apasserby called police
at 2:50 p.m. after seeing the
man slumped.over in the
car thinking he had passed
out from heat exhaustion.
Authorities broke the
rear windshield to gain
access to the car and quickly realized the man had
been dead for some time.
Ahandgun was found
inside the car that had been
parked in the reserved
parking lot close to Millican
Hall
PLEASE SEE POLICE ON A
16

ADRIENNE
CUTWAY
Opinions Editor

For many incoming
college freshmen. one of
the best things about continuing their academic
journeys is fmally being
able move out oftheir parents' house and live on
their own.
This means no more
curfews, no more bedtimesand no more chores.
To help ease thetransition from total parental
control to complete college freedom, many students choose to live on
campus their first year.
Living on campus will
alleviatetheresponsibility
of remembering to pay

KATIE DEES/CENTAALFLORIDA FUTURE

The Libra community,located in the southeast quadrant of campus,is
reserved entirely for first-year students and features six resident halls.

rent on time, having to
cook your own meals and
even having to clean up
afteryoursel£
UCF offers several different housing communities on different parts of
campus.
There's The Towers,

locatednear The Arena,
Lake Claire, locatednear
the Nicholson School of
Communication. Apollo,
located near the Reflection Pond, and Nike and
Hercules, located near the
PLEASE SEE STUDENTS ON A
10
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News and noticesfor
the UCF comnumity
te Knights hosts free event

Get to know the Fall 201 Ostaff of the Future

Memory
Mall on Aug.27
Late Knights hosts

onthly events designed
oinvolve new and current
it>tudents in on-campus
activities.
, Extreme Late Knights
·'\vill run from 9p.m. to 1
a.m. and will include free
,admission. The event will
t.also include free items
given to students as prizes
•for attending.

·Undergraduate research
!-workshop
to be held in Union
On August 25, the
4

~pffice of Undergraduate
!Research will be hosting a
!-workshop designed to
A:ntroduce students to the
fundamentals of research.
Undergraduate
~esearch can involve pubJications, working closely
~th faculty mentors and
~arning academic credit
for research.
Istudents
The workshops help
become involved
hilatform
the field and provide a
from which to
:i,egin
careers in research.
!!nie first workshop on
~ug. 25 will be held at 2
l·m. in room 218 Aof the
'Student Union.

LOCAL
&STATEheadlines

Keep local with
you may have missed

Babyoffshore
turtles lights
attracted by il e:gal

SPRINGS 1:EveBONITA
Haverfield, founder of

Turtle Time, a nonprofit
:organization, said turtles
:from five nests in Bonita
:Springs and Collier Coun:ty became disoriented
of lights illegally
l:,because
shone on the beach.
ABonita Spring environmental specialist said
l:,heviolation
will send a notice of
',owner. to the property
1
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Name: Emre Kelly
Age:22
Title: Editor-in-Chief
Major: History
Year: Senior
Why I chose the Future: I've
always wanted to be awar photographer. This is just part ofthat path.
My dream job: Food taste tester.
In space.
.
Biggest pet peeve: Smacking
food. Food should not be audible.

Name: Brandi Broxson
Age: 21
Title: News Editor
Major: Journalism
Year: Senior
Why I chose the Future: I enjoy
the ' behind the scenes" work that I
get to do as an editor.
My dream job: Working for a
fashion magazine or a crime
reporting job (total opposites, I
know)
Biggest pet peeve: bad spelling
and ignorance

Name: Katie Kustura
Age: 22
Title: News Editor
Major: Journalism
Year: Senior
Why I chose the Future: I love
working in the newsroom and having the opportunity to help new
writers.
My dream job: Anews reporter
in ametro area or editor of acommunity-oriented publication.
Biggest pet peeve: Impoliteness

Emre Kelly x213

News Editors

Brandi Broxson x213
Katie Kostura x213
News.CFF@gmailcom

Online News Editor
Meghan Lindner x213
Online.CFF@
gmailcom

Opinions Editors

Jerriann Sullivan x213
Adrienne Cutway x213
Opinions.CFF@gmailcom

Danny Aiel o x215
Mike Balducci x215

Sports.CFF@gmailcom

Variety Editor

Jessica Martin x214

Variety.CFF@gmailcom

Photo Editor

Rami Rotlewicz x213
Photo.CFF@gmailcom

Staff Writers

Name: Mike Balducci
Age:21
Title: Sports Editor
Major: Journalism
Year: Senior
Why I chose the Future: I needed something to do between
rounds of gol£
My dream job: Tampa Bay Rays
beat writer
Biggest Pet Peeve: Caddyshack
2

Name: Danny Aiello
Age:20
Title:
Sports Editor
Major: Journalism
Year: Junior
Why I chose the Future: Practice. Yes 'We talkin' bout Practice.
Not the game i love, not the game
I'd go out there and die for. We
talkin' bout practice."
My dream job: To be an ESPN
Commentator
Biggest pet peeve: Twilight
Fans.

Name: Rami Rotlewicz
Age: 21
Title: Photo Editor
Major: Forensic Science
Year: Senior
Why Ichose the Future: Photography has been ahobby of mine
since middle school and this -is the
next step.
My dream job: Firearm Analysis
fortheATF
Biggest pet peeve: Eating in bed

Kerri Anne Renzulli, Matt
Reinstetle,Gretha McCandele,
hristina DeParis,Camil e Thomas,
Becky Jackson, Jessica Campbell

Staff Photographers

Tina Russell, Andy Ceballos,
Katie Dees, Kathryn Page,Michelle
Davis,Mly Simpson,Kevin Rarris

Copy Editors

Padrick Brewer, Tamra Martin,
Zoar Ortiz,Adrienne Cutway

Production

Joseph Mangabat
Mark Thomsten

Editorial Adviser
Michelle Yoffee

:''Candidate Marleine Bastien

Michel/eY@SeminoleChronidecom

- Police Lt.
I:NealMIAMI
Cuevas said that
:Marleine Bastien was in a
car Saturday outside the
I1Iwhen
Church of the Living God
another car pulled

Advertising Sales Director

:up along side them. Aman
:got out, opened the dri:ver's door, and demanded
women give him their
I:,the
purses and threatened to
kill them.
IHaitian-born
Bastien is one of four
candidates
running in a Democratic
primary next week for an
openHouse seat.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

i
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!':I LETUSKNOW
The Future is working
information
IItoaboutcompile
organizations and
•events in the UCF commu-

for our calendar on
IlnityAround
UCFNews.com and the
Campus section of

l11--theIfpaper.
you know of any
information you or your
.."'Organization would like us
to include, send an e-mail
tloEvents.CFF@gmailcom

•••

Editor-in-chief

CFF.editor@gmailcom

. Sports Editors

:robbed outside church

•
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a
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BUSINESS

407-447-4555

Adam VerCammen x204

AdamV@
KnightNewspapers.com

Name: Jessica Martin
Age: 21
Title: Variety Editor
Major: International and Global
Studies
Year: Senior
Why I chose the Future: I wanted to gain experiencein working in
thenewsroom
My dream job: Working as a
humanitarian
Biggest pet peeve: Peoplewho
don't say pleaseand thank you. It's
really not that hard to be polite.

Name: Adrienne Cutway
Age: 19
Title: Opinions Editor
Major: Journalism
Year: Sophomore
Why I chose the Future: I think
it's agreat opportunity to better
myself as a journalist and to gain
crucial experience in the field.
My dream job: I would love to
copy edit at an indie music magazine or apublishing company.
Biggest pet peeve: Beeping
microwavesfor sure.
Name:
Jerriann Sullivan
Age: 25
Title: Opinions Editor
Major: Journalism
Year: Senior
Why Ichose the Future: It is the
best placeto perfect my journalism
skills while keeping up to date
about current events on campus.
My dream job: Afollow up job
at my summer internship -The
•ChicagoTribune
Biggest pet peeve: texting while
driving

Name: Meghan Lindner
Age:20
Title: Online Editor
Major: Journalism
Year: Junior
Why Ichose the Future: Ireally
wanted some experience in anewsroom environment, and this is
where Ifound theopportunity.
My dream job: Anythinginvolving copy editing.
Biggest pet peeve: I have way
too many. Ican't pick one.

Distribution Manager
Chris Biddulph x211

ChrisB@
KnightNewspapers.com

General Manager

Raymond G. Bush x220

RayB@KnightNewspapers.com

Fax: 407-447-4556

Publishedby Knight Newspapers
11825 High TechAve. Ste. 100
Orlando,FL32817
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Woman suffrage hits 90-year anniversary
JESSICA
MARTIN
Variety Editor

Lindsey Wellington
can still remember the
day she went to vote for
the first time.
It was a moment of
excitement and pride. It
was amoment Wellington
cherishes even more as a
female political activist.
For Wellington, asophomore political science
major and director of
public relations for the
College Democrats at
UCF, that moment is what
has made her participation in politics all the
more memorable.
"I think I'm more motivated to do that (work on
campaigns) because Ican
vote," she said.
It was 90 years ago that
the 19th amendment was
added to the Constitution
and women were given
the right to vote and subsequently the right to run
for office.
It is a right whose
impact can be seen in the
countless women who
have held public office,
that there are more
women who are registered voters than men,
and women have had
more of a presence in
elections forming groups
and organizations to get
their issues noticed and
recognized.
The history of the 19th
amendment is one rife
with violence, death and
false imprisonment,
beginning in the mi<;l1800s with the woman
suffrage movement and
finally culminating in the
amendment's ratification
Aug. 18, 1920.
As vice president of
the League of Women
Voters of Orange County,
Ann Hellmuth has been
greatly influenced by the
amendment.
At times, however,

Gender
and politicsofthe U.S. electorate since
Women halle made up a
larger portion

at least 1964 and have voted in pmsidenliaJ elections at ahigher
rate
lhan men since 1980.
•Voter
.. andparticipation
111n wuma vale
lllrelOlelsae-...
Number of U.S. voters. by sex
rate, by sex

• Women
&7.3 ••
• Men
60------------=--....... 75%- - - 50------=------...... ._-___-,.,.__,L
40-=----.... . . .-.•

• Men
Women

as-,:•

30
20
10

O'64 72 '80 '88 '96 '04

'64 72 '80 "88 '96 '04
0200811Cr

Hellmuth feels like
today's generation of
women take the right for
granted.
"I think today's generation of women don't even
think about it" she said.
"It's natural to them, like
breathing. And they don't
all exercise that right."
Junior Rachel Collins,
the secretary for UCF's
National Organization for
Women shares the sentiment on the lack of awareness of the amendment's
importance.
"I think overall that a
lot of women and people
in general don't really
realize that there were
women who fought and
died and were falsely
imprisoned for us to have
this right," Collins said.
While the awareness
may not be there, women
have made a dramatic
impact in politics and

have great influence on
the world of politics
today.
This year, for instance,
there are more than 40
women running for political office from senator to
county commissioner in
Florida, according to the
Florida Division of Elections website.
Dominique Gelin is a
junior political science
major and women's caucus chair for the Florida
College Democrats.
Gelin notes the change
that has come to politics
since women have taken a
more active role, most
notably in campaigns.
"It definitely changed
the way campaigns are
run," she said. "Women
have become target voters
in these past elections.
The candidates we have
this year, especially in
Central Florida, we have

so many women running."
Women in politics
today are also looked at
because of the influence
of some positions and
how women politicians
have to deal with issues
regarding their gender in
relation to being in office.
"The passage of the
19th amendment was
another big step in American history toward fulfilling what are the most
republican and American
values: equal political
freedom and representation," said Evan Mateer,
chairman of College
Republicans at UCF.
"This legal advance
brought American society
closer to compliance with
the laws of nature, and
allowed women to fully
participate in society.
Without this amendment,
we would be without
influential woman voices,

19TH AMENDMENT ADOPTED

ORIGINS OF WOMEN'S SUFFRAGE IN THE U.S.
During America's early history as anation, women were denied some ofthe
key rights enjoyed by male citizens. For example, married women couldn't
own property and had no legal daim to any money they might eam,and
no female had the rightto vote.Women were expected to focus on
housework and motherhood, not politics.
The campaign for woman suffrage did not begin in earnest in the decades
before the Ovil War.During the 1820s and 1830s,various refom, groups
proliferated across the U.S.-temperance dubs, religious movements and
moral-refom, societies, anti-slavery organizations-and in anumber of
these, women played aprominent role.Meanwhile, many American
women were beginning to chafe against what historians have called the
"Cult ofTrue Womanhood";that is,the idea that the only ''true" woman was
apious,submissive wife and mother concerned exclusively with home and
family. Put together, these factors contributed to anew way ofthinking
about what it meantto be awoman and acitizen in the United States.
SUFFRAGE MOVEMENT GETS ORGANIZED
It was not until 1848 that the movement for women's rights began to
organize at the national level. In July ofthat year, reformers 8izabeth Cady
Stanton and Lucretia Mott organized the first women'srights convention at
Seneca Falls, NewYork (where Stanton lived).More than 300 people-mostly women,but also some men-attended, including former AfricanAmertcan slave and activist Frederick Douglass (1818-95). In addition to
their beliefthat women should be afforded better opportunities for
education and employment, most ofthe Seneca Falls delegates agreed that
American women were autonomous individuals who deserved their own
political identities. Agroup of delegates led by Stanton produced a
"Declaration ofSentiments" document modeled afterthe Declaration of
Independence,which stated: "We hold these truths to be self-evidentthat
all men and women are created equal;that they are endowed by'their
Creator with certain inalienable rights;that among these are life,liberty,and
the pursuit of happiness." What this meant among other things,was that
th~ delegates believed women should have the right to vote.
Following the convention,the idea ofvoting rights for women was mocked
in the press and some delegates withdrew their support for the Declaration
ofSentiments. However, Stanton and Mott persisted-they went on to
spearhead additional women's rights conferences and they were eventually
joined in their advocacy work by Susan B. Anthony and otheractivists.
- THE HISTORY CHANNEL,WWW.HISTORY.COM

as diverse as Hillary Clin- are still many other areas
ton and Sarah Palin.
that women have to gain
'¼Ii expansion of their full equality and
democracy towards more respect in.
full and just representa- But politics is one that
tion is areason for us all women will continue to
to celebrate."
participate in and influEven with all the sue- _ _ _ ence as long as the 19th
cess that has come to amendment stays in
women and politics, there effect.
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Ten things for first-year students to know
CAMILLE
THOMAS
Contributing Writer

For incoming freshmen
at UCF, the first semester
can be abit overwhelming.
Whether you're living
with your parents, commuting from off-campus housing or strolling out ofone of
UCF's on-campus housing
facilities, it hdps to know
what you've gotten yourself
into and what to keep in
mind during your first year
ofcollege.
The decisions you make
and the things you do during the first year can have a
significant impact on the
rest of youi; college career.
The f~llowing list contains key items to help you
make the most of this excit-·
ingtime.

1. Don't hit the snooze button.

Whether you're amorning pers<;>n or someone who
would prefer to take abaseball bat to the blaring alarm
clock, resist the urge to hit
the snooze button
Being late to your first
class is no way to start off
your first semester at college.
"You're paying good
money to go to this school,"
senior philosophy major
Jacob Gibbs said
Gibbs said that though
it's important to have fun
during your college experience, it's equally important
to be responsible and put
studies first
'We don't go to school to
party,'' Gibbs said 'We go to
school to learn and better
ourselves and our community and our world in some
way."

2. Use the Student Academic
Resource Center.

As anew student, you're
bound to have aquestion or
two on anything from study
tips to classroom etiquette.
SARC offers avariety of
free workshops, which are

AS

listed on the website. Tutoring services are also available.
Assistant Director of
First Year Experience
Daniel Meuninck said students who use the SARC
tend to do better in their
classes. Meuninck also said
that first-year students
should connect with their
academic advisers before
withdrawal dates, especially if they haven't declared a
major.

pens at the end of each fall
semester, or the LINK lottery, where points can be -,
traded for raflle tickets that
can be put toward various
prizes.
LINK-associated events
are specifically for freshmen to help them get .)
involved
For more information
about LINK, visit
wwwJink.uc£edu.

3.Where to study

One of the major differences between high school
and college is that high
school teachers tend to give
a lot of reminders about
assignments and due dates.
College professors will
often prepare the syllabus
with due dates for the entire
semester and expect you to
remember your assignments.
According to www.survivingcollegelife.com, aFox
College Funding llC blog,
new college students
should prioritize, eliminate
distractions and set a
schedule.
Maintaining school
work, asocial life and possibly apart-time job can all be
made easier with tools such
as aplanner, alarge wall cal-

No matter what type of
class schedule you have,
you'll probably find yourself studying throughout
each week.
If you can't focus at
home, there are plenty of
spots on campus to cram
for exams: Junior interpersonal/organizational communications major David
Hogg recommended the
Student Union, designated
study areas, computer labs
or the reading room in the
Burnett Honors College
building.
"Take advantage of
places that are good for that
·sort of thing," Hogg said

9. Get obsessed (or at least
organized).
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Students stepping onto UCF's campus for the first time this week have myriad opportunities and events in front of them,
induding all of the Pegasus Palooza events on campus the next few days.
.,
inck said of the event spon- Student Center will host coming football game and
sored by Knights of the Taste ofUCF from 6p.m.-10 the game during Family
p.m. Tuesday at Memory Weekend, which is the
Round Table.
This year, there is anew Mall. Students get in free weekend of Sept. 12," he
event that the class of 2014 with a valid student ID. said
will be the first to experi,- There will be free food Homecoming is movie4. What can Ido with a
____ degree?
from avariety ofcultures. themed this year.
ence.
·•
"\
You've declared amajor, From 6p.m. to 9 p.m. "For one thing, there's 'We have agreat lineup endar or asmartphone.
-;
now what? Meuninck rec- - Thursday, UCF will host free food," Gibbs said ' For planned with a lot of
ommends visiting Career "The Gauntlet," which another thing, you're going emphasis on the movies," 10. Know thy neighbor.
Though UCF is acomServices located in Ferrell offers students achance to to probably meet other peo- Carter said
meet their favorite student ple like you."
muter school for some, othCommons. .
ers have moved away from
Career Services offers athletes and challenge them There will also be musi- 8.LINKup
career counseling, res~e in carnival games around cal performances by Patrice When trying to make a home, leaving family and l
critiquing, job fairs, major · the East Knight Plaza and Roberts, Josh Thompson, decision on which UCF · friends behind tobecome a r
exploration and more. Stu- Memory Mall, according to Ricardo Drue and Carimi events to attend, freshmen Knight. With a student
might want to consider body the size of UCF's, it
dents can find out what the Pegasus Palooza webwhich events offer LINK won't be hard to make new
careers they might be inter- site.
7. Keeping with tradition
friends and netw0rk.
ested in that relate to their Chantel Carter, the asso- In addition to the vari- loot points.
major, Meuninck said
ciate director of the Office ous events that Pegasus "Learning and Interact- Hogg said talking to
of Student Involvement, Palooza will have to offer, ing with New Knights"- classmates can lead to disS. Cheerleaders and concerts said the weeklong event students have plenty to look associated events offer covering common interests
will showcase multiple forward to year round
varying amounts of points or setting up astudy group.
and comedy,oh my!
Meuninck said students that students accumulate "Take the initiative to
Pegasus Palooza, UCF's UCF organizations.
should try to attend football by signing in at an event just start conversations
official welcome week, runs
games, Homecoming At the end of each with classmates," Hogg
6. Did someone say'free
now through Aug. 28.
events and Spirit Splash. semester, students can use said. "The biggest thing is
"There are concerts, food?'
comedy shows [and] pep As part of Pegasus "Particularly, they their points at the LINK stepping out of your comrally-type events," Meun- Palooza, the Multicultural should attend the home- Loot auction, which hap- fort zone and just talking:'
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Student's app makes Knightcast mobile
KATIE KUSTURA
&TIMOTHY the Knightcast redesign, ta1s were applicable across
MCCORMACK
News Editor and Contributing Writer

Knightcast listeners no
longer have to sit in front of
a computer to listen to
UCF's nonprofit, studentrun radio station because,
thanks to Michael Seifollahi, there's an app for that
Seifollahi, who graduated this summer with a
bachelor's degree in digital
media, created the free app,
which is available for the
iPhone and the iPad, under
the tutelage of Jon Friskics,
an instructor in the digital
media department
"One of the biggest
problems [Knightcast] had
was that people weren't sitting at their computer long
enough to listen to it," Friskics said. 'We thought it
would just be friends and
family downloading it at
first, [but] within the first
week, [Seifollahi] had a
couple hundred downloads
with no advertising."
Seifollahi first became
involved with Knightcast
when the Internet-based
radio station asked the
Office of Student Involvement for help redesigning
the website.
"Knightcast asked for a
fresh redesign of the site,
and I ended up creating a
mobile platform as well,"
Seifollahi said
Although a plan for
mobile applications Wc\S
not originally involved in

Seifollahi proposed that
they be developed as well
"I was excited to create a
mobile player that has the
same look and feel as the
Knightcast website," he
said
According to Knightcast's website, an app will
soon be available on the
Android market.
Friskics said the success
of the Knightcast app is a
good sign for anyone who
wants to develop within
that platform, but Seifollahi
did make the process easier.
"It was nice because he
came in knowing what he
wanted to do," Friskics said
Seifollahi and Friskics
would meet for about three
hours each w~k for what
became an independent
study and go over basic
programming.
"He kind of took off and
hit the ground running,"
said Friskics, who felt he
was just there to act as a
mentor by the middle of
the summer semester.
Seifollahi said that
though the project was
quite expansive and included programming in three
different programming languages, he found the project rewarding and, more
importantly, fun.
For Seifollahi. one of the
most rewarding parts of
working on the project was
learning more about how
programming fundamen-

different platforms.
"Some of the
things I learned in
one programming
language actually
applied really
well to the others," he said
The most
rewarding
moments for
Seifollahi and Friskics was receiving
the confirmation
e-mail from Apple
letting them know
that the Knightcast
app was available in
Apple's App Store.
Seifollahi and
Friskics aren't the
only two members of
the UCF community
who are excited for
the new develop-.
ments.
Schuyler Kerby, a
junior English major
and .co-host on the
Feminist Agenda, one of
Knightcast's programs,
said he likes that the station has gone mobile.
"It's really cool that
that's happening:• Kerby
said
Also happening this fall
semester is another independent study for mobile
app development that Friskics is working on with
three students.
He said he hopes •a
mobile app development
course will be available
sometime next year.

'One of the biggest problems [Knightcast) had was that
people weren't sitting at their computer long enough to
listen to it. We thought itwould just be friends and
family downloading it at first, [but) within the first
week [Seifollahi) had acouple hundred downloads with
no advertising.'
JON FRISKICS, INSTRUCTOR IN THE DIGITAL MEDIA DEPARTMENT
/ ------ -- - - -- - -- - - - /
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Shuttle operates 9:00 AM to
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University of Central Florida

Parking &Transportation
•
Services
,

Permit Regulations:

Apermit is required for all motor
vehicles parked on campus.
Permits MUST be ordered online
and can be picked up at the South
Garage Bor mailed to your hom·e.
- Daily permits are available.

Vehicle assistance offered
.by Parking Services:
•Jumpstart your car
•Call atow truck
•Inflate tires
•Give directions

Parking Services Hours:

/

·Mon- Fri: 7:30 a.m. -5p.m.

'

How to get your parking permit
Order your parking
permit online at
www.parking.ucf.edu
(complete instructions
are on line)

I

'I

•

••
•

Pay for your permit

•Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and
have your permit mailed to you.
•Pay online and opt to pick up your permit.
•Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at
Parking Services Office,

Your permit must be ordered online! ·
www.parking.ucf.edu
For info call: (407) 823-5812
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Frozen yogurt trend scoops up students
KATINews
E KUSTURA
Editor

they didn't know what
kind of busine.ss they
wanted
to run.an ice cream
It's cheap, it's healthy "He was
and it offers customers the kind of guy," Amy said of
chance to be as picky as her husband, "but he had
they want.
[frozen yogurt] over there
Just what sort of place and thought it was really
affords these opportuni- good"
ties? Self-serve frozen Soon enough, the UCF
yogurt shops, and they're alumnus who graduated
popping up all around the with adegree in manageUCF area.
· ment ioformatiop. systems
· Within a five-mile was craving the frozen
radius ofUCF, there are at · treat
least five different self- Robert said he could
serve frozen yogurt shops: probably eat the stuff
.iKiwi Yogurt, Yogurtopia, everyday.
Mix Frozen Yogurt,Yogurt After the couple decidFactory and Simply Frozen ed to relocate from South
Yogurt
Florida to their hometown
Local cupcake shop of Orlando, Amy decided
Sweet! By Good Golly to incorporate interior
Miss Holly added aself- design styles often seen in
serve fro-yo bar about Miami.
three months ago.
"Frozen yogurt is fresh,
The concept is simple. so we wanted to keep it
Grab a cup, pick as·many bright and fun," said Amy,
flavors as you want, top it who chose all-white furnioff with everything from ture to keep with the South
fresh fruit to M&Ms, Florida-feel.
weigh and pay. Most of the Customers who pay a
stores charge about 40 visit to Allen's shop can
cents per ounce.
choose from 12 flavors of
"Every 15 to 20 years, a yogurt and 50 toppings.
new concept comes ' That's the whole beaualong," H.G. Parsa said ty of this," Amy said.
regarding food trends.
"Everyone is different and
Parsa, an associate pro- they can put whatever flafessor and chair of food vor they want in it.''.
service and lodging man- Some of Simply's most
agement department at the popular flavors are simply
Rosen College of Hospital- tart, cake batter, cookies
ity Management, said and creme, red velvet cake
start-up and operation and Reese's peanut butter.
costs for fro-yo shops are Flavors that can always
less than meat-based busi- be found in the store are
nesses and they bring in chocolate and vanilla, as
capital much quicker.
well as adairy-free option
Simply Frozen Yogurt, and asugar-free option.
which opened April 16, is Health-conscious cusowned and operated by tomers can rest easy knowUCF alumnus Robert ing that thefrozen yogurt
Allen and his wife, Amy contains live and active
Allen. It is in the Waterford cultures that meet the
Towers off Alafaya Trail . standards of the National
between Buffalo Wild Yogurt Association.
,Wings and Fuji Sushi
According to the
The couple said they National Yogurt Associaalways wanted to run their tion, the cultures are probiown business together, but otic and -aid in digestion
until atrip to California, .and general health.

Simply Frozen Yogurt,located in the W
aterford Towers off of Alafaya Trail,offers 50 toppings for theirl2 flavors offrozen yogurt.

Thecollegecrowd, who
tends to show up in t~e
evening, can get10 percent
off their purchases with a
student ID.
Senior citizens and
members of the military
are also qualified to

receive a10 percent discowt.
1 Although the Simply
'located
in Waterford Towers has beenin business
foralittlemorethan three
months, the Allens are
already planning on open-

KATIE KUSTURA ICENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

ing up asecond location. remains on his first locaAllen said he did not · tion.
want tci release too many "It's exciting because
detailsyet,butthat thesec- it'snew,"Robert said. "So
ond locationwill also be in for us to kind of see it
Orlando and is expected to growing every week, we
openbeforeThanksgiving. can't ask for anything
For now, his focus more."
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Fraternity espouses tenants of acceptance

FROM Al

thropic organization," Sharma said. "I've been to organizations with gay or progressive interests, but they
just don't have the permanent feel that this has. Ifeel
that other organizations are
very transitory and fleeting."
Delta Lambda Phi is currently in a"colony" phase
within the UCF Greek system, meaning that it is on its
way to becoming afull fraternity.
The colony phase lasts
for ayear and ahalf; but can
change depending on the
behavior of the fraternity.
According to Sharma,

' UCF is very stubborn with
allowing new Greek societies on campus. We waited
until UCF saw the necessity
of having us on campus."
Tyler Teegardin, ajunior
art history major, has
recently been acting as a
leader of the organization at
UGF.
"Delta Lambda Phi is a
safe place,'' Teegardin said.
·~y male can join, as long
as they embody the ideals
of the organization. The
only difference between
Delta Lambda Phi and atraditional fraternity is that we
have amajority ofgay members. That doesn't mean we
can't have straight, transgendered or other individu-

als.
'We don't look at that,
we look at how good of a
candidate they are as aperson."
Christopher Miofsky, a
graduate o{ So'1thern.Illinois University in
Edwardsville, is the director
of outreach for the fraternity.
"I think it's avery positive development and we're
all very excited," Miofsky
said. "UCF has avery stable
and established Greek system, so one ofthe things we
like to do 1 is become
involved. We find that we
thrive in these kinds of
areas:•
1
Delta Lambaa Phi, Miof-

sky said, is a very small
and close-knit organization that provides easy
access to administration
for its members.
"If I wanted, I could
call the executive director
and have a conversation
with him," Miofsky said.
"I really like the small intimacy ofthe organization."
Like Miofsky, all officers, with the exception of
the executive director, are
volunteers.
' .All of our money has
to come from our members and fundraisers at
UCF," Teegardin said.
"Our biggest problem is
going to be staying fiscally afloat, but I definitely
think we can overcome
that."
He added: "I want to
see us flourish and
become another huge
organization. I want people to say that they want
to join Delta Lambda Phi
"For one of the largest
schools in the country to
accept such aprogressive
organization is a huge
-step forward. It's making
UCF avery accepting and
progressive university.
Some other universities
aren't really keeping up
with the times.
'We want to make our
EMRE KELLY/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
presence knoWB."
Ram Sharma,a strong proponent of Delta Lambda Phi at UCF,attended
conferences for three years before UCF accepted the new fraternity.

Students connect at hibra

FROM Al

Recreation and V{ellness
Center.
These communities
house undergraduate students of all ages and academic standings.
Then there's Libra,
located on the southeast
end of campus near the
Health Center.
Libra is a community
designed entirely for freshmen and is where many
first-year students choose
to reside.
"Libra is like in the middle, it's not as far as Nike
and Hercules or the Towers, so it's easy to get
around to anywhere you
want go like the gym or
class,'' said Jomiloju Ogunsina, a sophomore health
sciences major.
The Libra community
consists of six resident
halls with a community
center and laundromat in
the center.
According to Christine
Dellert at UCF News &
Information, 2,696 fres,hmen are expected to liveon
campus in the fall, with
about 995 of those freshmen living in the Libra
community.
Incoming freshman
have many different housing options at Libra.
Students have the
option of requesting a
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Anna Knipple gets help from friend Saer Polli as she works to move into her
room in the Libra community, which houses first-year students.
dorm in the "Green one is looking to make
House," which is located friends.
in Brevard Hall Accord-· "I enjoyed being able to
ing to the UCF Housing run into alarge number of
and Residence website, people and quickly make
"The purpose of the friends, which made the
Green House community living experience much
is to provide residents the better,'' said Shared Gonopportunity to live in an zalez, sophomore micro
environment that focuses and molecular biology
on recycling and conser- major and former Libra
vation efforts."
resident.
Out-of-state students To help assist you in
also have the option of making new friends and
becoming involved with becoming accustomed to
Libra's Otlt of State Stu- life on campus, you'll have
dent Mentoring Program. aresident assistant living
These students reside on your floor.
in Flagler Hall and are Their job is to organize
offered avariety of differ- meetings, do health and
ent programs to make safety inspections and to
their transition into the make sure everyone is folUCF community easier. lowing all the rules.
The resident assistants ·~ basic as Ican put it
who oversee the program I am afacilitator of inforwere once freshmen Out mation and services," said
of State students them- Trmothy Johnson, amemselves.
ber of the Residence Life
Each room in Libra has staff. "On top of that I
two beds and abathroom make sure that the resithat connects to another dents are safe and ensure
room with two beds. Yes, apositive community."
this means you will have Although they are
to share asmall room with forced to hold meetings a
dne other person and a few times a semester,
bathroom with three they're always quick and
other people.
painless and usually some
Although privacy isn't sort of f09d will be supexactly prevalent in the plied as an incentive.
Libra community, there The rules set up by the
are many perks of decid- resident assistant are preting to live there, or on ty standard.
campus in general, during No drinking or smokyour first year at UCF.
ing in the dorm, no pets,
Because you'll have to no weapons, etc.
share aroom and abath- Although the resident
room, you'll have ample assistants must make sure
opportunity to get to all residents adhere to the
know your roommate and rules, that doesn't mean
your suitemates.
the residents can't still
Conflicts over shower have alittle fun.
time and locked bathroom "I don't know what
doors are somewhat happened that night, but
unavoidable, but the situa- the whole pod area looked
tion is usually resolved like amess, couches and
within afew weeks.
tables were turned upside
Besides your room- down," said Ogunsina,
mate and suitemates, who lived in Libra during
you'll also meet the peo- the 2009 academic year.
ple living on your floor Overall, former resiand in your building.
dents seemed to enjoy livThe good thing about ing in Libra
Libra is that everyone is in "Libra was tight, I
the same situation, that is, would definitely recomthey're being put into a mend living there," said
new situation that may Brendan Jones, sophonot be entirely comfort- more civil engineering
able for them and every- major. ·
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Student's bike exhibit puts gears in motion
TIMOTHY
MCCORMACK
Contributing Writer

At UCF, it's not uncommon
to see students-whizzing by on
bicycles, but as soon as you
leave campus, you're more likely to see agridlock of cars than
afleet of bicycles.
UCF School of Visual Arts
and Design student Greg Leibowitz has an idea to help
change that.
Leibowitz took place in a
group installation art show entitled "What Moves You?" which
opened Thursday at The CityArts Factory in Downtown
Orlando. The exhibit contains
art from 15 artists and is themed
around transportation and its
future·in Central Florida.
Leibowitz created the Orlando Bike Kitchen Project.
"In the visual setting, I'm taking influences from artists like
Buckminster Fuller or Natalie
Jeremijenko or Mel Chin, these
artists that take this creative
way to solve a problem and
come up with asolution as an
artist," he said.
His section of the gallery
space showcased acollection of
broken-down bikes and spare
bike parts strewn together in a
random and intricate assemblage, but there was more to his
project than merely the visual.
"I consider myself an activist
artist, I'm astudent at UCF and
I'm agraphic design major," he
, _ said. "B':1t I primarily like to do
work with nonprofits through
education or art, or through
community based projects.''
The Orlando Bike Kitchen
Project is one ofthose examples
of art as a community-based
interaction project.
Prior to the show, Leibowitz
encouraged Orlando residents
to, rather than throwing their
bicycles away, donate them at
several drop-off locations.
"I sent out a call to action
about amonth ago looking for
bikes and bike parts and volunteers to help out with this project because I wanted to have a
nice.bunch of bikes and parts
and stuff on hand for the open-

COURTESY DANIELLE D
ARDEN

Greg Leibowitz's Orlando Bike Kitchen Project is designed to recycle used bike parts to use in repairs so the refurbished bicycles can be donated.

ing and then the duration of this
show," he said. "So I got about
30 or 40 bikes donated and a
bunch of parts, accessories and
tools and people that wanted to
sign up to volunteer.''
Using the donated bikes, Leibowitz hopes to have walk-ins
from the street come in and be
able to have their bikes fixed or
learn a little bit more about
how bikes work.
"We're going to have the
tools and the space, the parts
laying around if you need anew
brake or anew derailer," he said.
"We'll take it off one of the old
bikes from the trash and put it
on a new bike that someone
brings in."
He also hopes to have volunteers and interested patrons help

to fix up several of the donated because it's right here, and it's
bikes so that at the end of the part of this art show where I
show they can be donated to a dont have to worry about sellcharity such as the Parramore ing anything. I don't have to
Kids Community Center.
worry about paying the rent,
"It's interactive," Leibowitz because I'm the artist for this
said. "It's for me to put this idea installation show, and it's great
out there for people to respond because we can just do this
to it, that's the main objective of · project and it doesn't have to
the project."
generate any income. It's just
The opportunity to exhibit at this creative way for me to
The CityArts Factory is also come up with this creative projthrilling for Leibowitz and is a ect and then come up with this
central aspect as to why he solution."
believes the project will be a The show "What Moves
successful one.
You?" runs through Sept. 11.
"I'm excited about this space, But for those unable to make
this project, because it's right at the show, don't worry; Leithe comer of Orange and Pine," bowitz is currently looking for a
he said. "It's downtown, it gets a permanent space for the Orlanlot of traffic because people can do Bike Kitchen Project and
come in and out pretty easily hopes to have it up and running

again soon.
"Maybe we could get a
garage somewhere, or aspace
somewhere else," he said. "I'm
partnered with the Rusted
Chain collective. They're
already on the ground running
with asimilar idea,but I'm trying to get them more visibility,
more volunteers."
According to its website,
Rusted Chain Bike Collective is
"a collective effort by local
cyclists, activists and other
members of the community to
open up a space to act as a
resource for people to obtain or
fix their bikes in asafe, non-discriminatory environment that
stresses teaching people how to
fix their bikes rather than just
fixing bikes for people."
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UCF scientist spe~eads hydrogen research
&
LEAKATIE
ANNEKUSTURA
CRITTENDEN

News Editor and Contributing Writer

After the Arab oil embargo of 1973, Nazim Muradov
was inspired to make adifference.
"I asked myself: 'what
can be done about that?' "
said Muradov, UCFs principal research scientist at the
Florida Solar Energy Center
located in Cocoa.
Muradov, who came to
the United States in 1990
after living in Russia most of
bis life, is now leading
NASA'.s program devoted to
the research and development of locally produced
hydrogen from renewable
sources.
In May, Muradov was
one of 10 scientists to be
awarded the honorary title
of International Association
for Hydrogen Energy Fellow; which was created this
year.
"It's an outstanding
award," said Grant Heston,
assistant vice president of
UCF News &InformatioIL
"UCF is proud ofhimand all
of our exceptional faculty
members."
Heston said UCF
encourages all faculty members to do their best to
address the issues that our
community faces, like the
project Muradov is working
onwithNASA
"Seven or eight years
ago, NASA got interested in
new ways to [produce and
use] hydrogen locally,"
Muradov said "Right now
they are shuttling liquid
hydrogen from Louisiana,
which is about 600 miles,
and is a hazard. We were
selected based on [a] proposal to produce hydrogen
using landfill gas:•
The project is predicted
to collect enough hydrogen
fuel for about eight shuttle
launches ayear.
Muradov originally
joined the hydrogen move-

•
•
••

Scienlists have developed ahydrogen-on-dem concept using the element boron lo p,odJce
hydrogen that powers the car engine,· it would be azero-emission vehicle..

lllcar..,.ogaac"*

Bonlll cycle Hydrogen cycle.

Boron and
water/:
reaction
Stored for
reprocessing
Only waste
produced is
watedsteam

Waler

Hydrogen
combusted or
fed to fuel cell

Battery recharged ' to power car
by engine

Steam hea.ted to
1,472"F (llOO°C)
Chemical element boron (BJ
reacts with water, tearing
hydrogen from its stable
union with oxygen

Acar would have to cary just 40 lbs..
(18 kg) of bolan and 12 gal. (451) of Caler
to produce 11 Ills. (5 kg) of bydiogw-.
which has same energr content as a
10. 5-gal (40 I) tank of conventional fUel

ment, which began in 1974, One of bis current projin 1979 while still living in ects involves using hydrogen sensors to help clean up
Russia.
"I have been involved the oil spills in the Gulf In 1839,theWelsh scientist Sir Wil iam Rob~rt Grove took the familiar electrochemical process ofelectrolysis, which
with the hydrogen move- . waters.
uses electricity to produce hydrogen from water,and reversed it, generating electricity and water from hydrogen. He
ment for along time," said He has a patent and is called his invention agas voltaic battery, but today we know it as ahydrogen fuel cell. Much later,in the middle ofthe
Muradov, who considers currently working on get- )0th century,the technology was further developed by the inventor Francis Bacon.The technology that these two
himself apioneer.
ting alicense for the project.
devised is essential to the operation ofahydrogen car.
Since moving to the U.S., He has also worked with inventors
The first practical fuel cell system was developed in the early 1960s by General Electric for use in orbitalspace
he has won other accolades, Chevron, which is looking capsules.
And
in the 1990s fuel cells began appearing in city buses.so we know that powering vehides with fuel
including UCF's Distin- to make its diesel fuel cells is feasible.then,
You can think ofafuel cell as akind of battery,except that while abattery keeps its fuel inside itself,a
guished Researcher of the hydrogen-based
fuel
cel
l
needs
to
be
refil ed.The fuel for ahydrogen fuel cell is,as the name suggests,hydrogen.As you might recall
Year award for institutes Muradov said that bis from high school chemistry
is the simplest of all elements.An atom of hydrogen consists ofasingle
and centers in 1996, and in greatest accomplishment electron and asingle proton.dass,hydrogen
he fuel cell generates electricity by stripping the electrons from the protons and using
2003 he won the UCF was bis article titled ''From the electrons to create apureTstream
of electricity.The ionized hydrogen atoms then combine with oxygen to form
Research Incentive award hydrocarbon to hydrogen- water.The other byproduct ofthis process
is heat,so this water generally takes the fonn ofsteam.How's that for ecoAside from the more carbon to hydrogen econodriving?
than 200 articles he has pub- my.'' His inspiration for the friendly
The type offuel cell used in cars is the polymer exchange membrane (or PEM) fuel cell. PEM fuel cells have the
lished and being apart of article was water, solar enermany
organizations, gy and how to move to a advantage of being light and small.They consist oftwo electrodes (a negatively charged anode and apositively
charged cathode),a catalyst and amembrane. Hydrogen is forced into the fuel cell at the anode in the fonn of H2
Muradov has been given hydrogen economy.
more than 30 patents for bis ''I have devoted my life to molecules,each ofwhich contains two hydrogen atoms.
- HOW STUFF WORKS,AUTO.HOWSTUFFWORKS.COM
work.
hydro~en," Muradov said.
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School to start shift toward strictly digital texts

FROM Al

rare, it can be difficult to
obtain large amounts of
cost $65 million and was them. She said that this also
constructed on time while keeps aconsistency to what
staying within the budget. the students are seeing.
According to Knappen- That same stride for
berger, the building has consistency is the driving
high-tech lecture halls that force behind the anatomy
have automated control lab and the exclusive techsystems, meaning that pro- nology housed there.
fessors can control the The lab's 23 32-inch flataudio, video and lighting in screen computers - 22
the room.
hang over each of the disProfessors can also section tables - were
record their presentations, specifically designed for .
which can come in handy UCF by Mitsubishi.
for those students 'who "I saw this technology at
can't make it to class.
atrade show and the manuThe main lecture hall facturer sent me ademo seats more -than 350 stu- and it was bad," said ,Knapdents and will be used for penberger who has had a
guest speakers and lectures working relationship with
by Nobel laureates and Mitsubishi for several years.
leading scientists.
He then approached
The room is also Mitsubishi to see if they
equipped with high-defini- would be interested in
tion video and surrol.md ·designing _the technology,
sound - perfect for ithe and they gladly came on
COURTESYUCFCOLLEGE OF MEDICINE
"movie nights" that ·the board In fact, they changed The technology of the UCF College of Medicine will allow students to watch and examine dissections on flat-panel computers at each table.
dean plans on having for their production schedule
the students.
to accommodate UCF.
and-year students will be ing, and according tq Sarub- new technology was the high-tech ways to learn,"
The Clinical Skills and According to Knappen- given iPod Touches, which bi, they like what they're . number one reason stu- she said "We have students
Simulation Center provi9-es berger, the computers have have many medical apps seeing.
·
.dents chose to enroll at the from California and Tenreal-world opportunities touch screens that allow the that the students can use to "The new students are college of medicine.
nessee to New York and
for students to practice students to look up infor- aid them in their studies. very excited," she said, "and ' The fll'St-year students Florid~ and they all said
their skills.
mation while performing "I think the idea is to the returning students are a said what drove them to that .technology ~ of
The center is equipped dissection.
help educate 21st century little jealous!' '
UCF-was what the medical ~eat importance to them." l
with computerized mani
The professor's termi- doctors, to prepare doctors · Sarubbi said that the college'had in cutting:.edge,
nequins that students can nal has aMiniMac mounted for treating in this century,"
draw blood from and use to on the back, which is linked Sarubbi said
determine heart rhythms. to digital cameras.
The College ofMedicine
According to the release,
Those cameras enable also announced that mem"each of the center's 12 the professor to record dis- hers of the community will.
examination rooms·. has section and link them now be able to will their
video recording and com- simultaneously to every bodies to the college for FROM Al
puter monitoring, so faculty! other computer in the lab as medical students to study.
<
members can observe and well as to lecture halls The University of Miami
"It adds agreat deal of
evaluate students in action'' ·. throughout the building, so and the University ofFlori- pessimism to the environThe microscopy lab is that students in other class- da ·are the only other ment," freshman biology
equipped with alb-headed. es can watch the dissection schools in Florida that pOO.: major Michael Sinclair
microscope that can display ,as weU.
said
,ple can will their bodies to.
pictures of specimens on Knappenberger said that "It's atremendous gift,"
Sinclair is moving into _
multiple video monitors. with this technology-as is . said Sarubbi about those Apollo, about 1400 feet
Students will also be work- the case in the microscopy who donate their bodies to from where the car was
',.
ing with "digitized speci- ·lab - students woJ:1,'t have science. "Dr. German says parked
mens" instead of real ones. to gather around a single that [those who donate] are
According to Heston,
Wendy Spirduso Sarub- body during dissection.
really donating the stu- the man is not aUCF stubi, media relations coordi- Aside from the technol- dents' first patient.''
dent, staff member or facnator for the college of ogy in the ·building, stu- Students attending ori- ulty member. .
medicine explained that dents will be using digital entation for the college of
The death is still being
MICHELLE DAVIS/CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
because some specimens textbooks instead of paper- medicine have gotten to classified as suspicious by Aorida Department of Law Enforcement officials
coordinate as they
are so unique, and even · and-'-ink textbooks and sec- tour the tech-savvy build- UCFPD.
investigate the death of a11).an in his car near Millican Hall.

Police investigating d~aili.
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Rallies over mosque near ground ttro get heated
VERENA
DOBNIK
Associated Press

NEW YORK - The
proposed mosque near
ground zero drew hundreds of fever-pitch
demonstrators Sunday,
with opponents carrying
signs associating Islam
with blood, supporters
shouting, "Say no to racist
fear!" and American flags
waving on both sides.
Police separated the two
groups but there were
some nose-to-nose confrontations, including a
man and awoman screaming at each other across a
barricade under a steady
rain.
Opponents of the plan
to build a$100 million, 13story Islamic center and
mosque two blocks from
the World Trade Center
site appeared to outnumber supporters. Bruce
Springsteen's "Born in the
USA" blared over loudspeakers as mosque opponents chanted, "No
mosque, no way!"
Signs hoisted by hundreds of protesters standing behind police barri- '
cades read "SHARIA'.' using dripping, blood-red
letters to describe Islam's
Shariah law. Around the
comer, NYPD officers
I York, Sunday.
guarded a cordoned-off People participate in arally against.aproposed mosque and Islamic community center near ground zero in New
stretch of Park Place occupied by the old building ing television on 9/11 "and on the campaign trail an American flag in his
that is to become the Islam- seeing people jumping ahead of the midterm elec- hand. He noted that scores
ic center.
from the towers, and ashes tions. Republicans have of Muslims were among
Steve Ayling, a40-year- falling on my house."
been critical of President those who died in the towold Brooklyn plumber who On a nearby sidewalk, Barack Obama's stance: He ers, and he called those
took his "SHARIA'.' sign to police chased away agroup has said the Muslims have who oppose the mosque
a dry spot by an office that unfurled abanner with the right to build the center ' un-American."
building, said the people images of beating, stoning at the site but has not com- "They teach!their chilbehind the mosque project and othe,rtorture they said mented on whether he dren about the freedom of
are "the same people who was committed by those thinks they should.
religion in America - but
At a pro-mosque rally they don't p~actice what
took down the twin tow- who followed Islamic law.
ers."
The mosque project is staged ablock away from they preach," ~am said.
Opponents demand that being led by Imam Feisal opponents' demonstration, Gila Barzvi, }\'hose son,
the mosque be moved far- Abdul Rauf and his wife, several hundred people Guy Barzvi, was killed in
ther from the site where Daisy Khan, who insist the chanted, "Muslims are wel- the towers, stood with
nearly 3,000 people were center will promote mod- come here! We say no to mosque opponents, clutchkilled on Sept. 11, 2001. erate Islam. The dispute racist fear!"
ing alarge photo ofher son
Ayling said, "They should has sparked a national Dr. Ali Akram, aBrook- with both hruili~
.
put it in the Middle East," debate on religious free- lyn physician, came with ''.This is sacred ground
and added that he still dom and American values his three sons and an 11- and it's where my son was
vividly remembers watch- and is becoming an issue .year-old nephew waving buried," the native Israeli

Announcing amedical research studyfor people with depression.
Depression isn't just feelings of sadness-it can affect the way you see the world.Your
body may feel constantly fatigued, and your mind may dwell on thoughts of worthlessness
and guilt. If you arecurrently depressed and not taking an antidepressant, you may qualify
for amedical research study to determine the effectiveness and safety of an investigational
medication for Major Depressive Disorder. Ifyou qualify, you'l receive investigational study
medication, study-related medical exams and lab tests at no charge.Financial
compensation for time and travelmay also beavailable.To learn more, please call an area
physician listed below:
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SETH WENIG/ASSOCIATED PRESS

from Q!Ieens said She said Shanksville, Pa.
the mosque would be "like The imam behind the
aknife in our hearts."
project is in the middle of a
She was joined by a. Mideast trip funded by the
close friend, Kobi Mor, U.S. State Department that
who flew from San Francis- is intended to promote relico to participate in the rally. gious tolerance. He has disIf.the mosque gets built, cussed efforts to combat
"we will bombard it," Mor ememism. but has avoided
said. He would not elabo- any comments on the ranrate but added that he cor over the planned Islambelieves the project "will ic center.
l).ever happen."
Rauf told the Al Wasat
The Sunday rallies coin- newspaper in Bahrain that
cided with an annual the freedoms enshrined by
motorcycle ride by agroup the U.S. Constitution also
that r~es money for Sept. reflect trueMuslim values.
11 first responders.
Aportion of the interview
Bikers rolled in from the - to be published Monday
two other Sept. 11 attack -was seen Sunday byThe
sites, Washington and Associated Press.
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·Target party sparks shopping sprees, dancing

}ROM Al
I
~erase board attached to it.
t· ' .As much as I needed
;the practical things, like a
·desk, I'm really hyped
'.about the TY," Rives said.
After Rives finished
the Dash, bus after bus
pulled up to the SuperTarget pouring out about 50
students or more per bus.
Freshman upon freshman filed into the store
with the hopes of finding
the rest of their supplies.
Education
major
Andrew McDonald was
on the lookout for some
new pillows.
. "I am quite excited to
)1:>e here," the freshman
Q,aid. "I didn't think that
10.nyone would run somelbing like this for us."
~ In the middle of the
)tore, near the kid's clothg department, a DJ
ayed dance hits includ' g S.oulja Boy Tell'em's
1t•crank That" and Cupid's
;"Cupid Shuftle."
'. The crowd around the
,DJ grew 'as Knightro,
}'UCF's mascot, and Bulls;.eye, Target's mascot,
•'danced in the aisle with
;the students.
' "I've never seen any~hi
ng .like,· this· happen
1,efore," said freshman
aerospace engineering
major Yesenia Arroyo,
who was taking a break
from the dance floor. "It's
awesome that I'm here
with all the UCF people
buying stuff, it's late at
night, I mean, it's crazy. I
love it."
Outside of the store, a
portion of the parking lot
was blocked off for outdoor games, like bean bag
toss, aDJ booth and free
food and sodas.
Tara Schlosser, Target's
senior specialist in events
marketing and publicity,
was present to make sure
things ran smoothly.

E

Schlosser said that the
only other school chosen
to participate in the Back
to College event is the
University of Minnesota
Twin Cities campus located in Minneapolis.
Target's headquarters
is also located in Minneapolis.
As the night drew to a
close, students strolled
out of the SuperTarget
with goodie bags filled
with food items, toiletries
and kitchen supplies in
addition to their own purchases.
Arroyo said she hopes
to see this happen each
following year because
she will definitely come
back if it happens again.

The the support of some
UCF cheerleaders,above,
and her friends,April
Rives raced to collect
items during a12-minute
spree in the SuperTarget
in Waterford Lakes.
PHOTOS BY RAMIROTLEW
la /
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STEVEN
RVZEWSKI
Contributing Writer
Men's basketball may be acouple months
from tip-off, but for the Knights, the work
never stops.
In an offseason full of changes, the
Knights can look forward to the results of
those changes, including higher expectations: Expectations ofanew coaching staff, a
new class•of recruits and transfers, and the
ongoing belief that the program is on the
brink of something big. And all of this is
rooted in the hiring of anew head coach in
Donnie Jones.
"[The coaching staff] has high expectations:' senior guard Taylor Young said. "I
think it11 be agreat fit"
Fans will have to hope that the pairing of ,
Jones' fast-paced offense and the Knights
roster will also be agreat afit.
As head coach of Marshall last season,
Jones led the Herd to a24-10 season and
developed the offense into one of the highest-scoring teams in the nation.
Senior forward A.J. Tyler hopes the fastpaced, offensive-minded brand of basketball
will make asmooth transition to UCF.
"fm looking forward to it, it's more fun
for the fans and players;• Tyler said.
Tyler is quick to point out that such a
brand of basketball isn't something to take
lightly as aplayer.
. "It talces alot of hard work," he said. "We
can't just go out there and say we're going to
~hit andhave it look like streetball. lthink
abig part ofevery player wants toplatm this
~ of etyle and free yourself up, but we
"fiave t9 pay the price and get ourselves in the
best shapes ofour lives to be able to do so."
This otfseason, alot ofthat hard work has
been in the gym To fit into the new system,
there has been an emphasis on getting leaner and faster. Fresh out of impressive freshmen seasons, guard Marcus Jordan and forward Keith Clanton have each dropped at
least 10 pounds.
"Our strength coach has done agreat job
of putting us through some tough workouts
every day, pushing on getting stronger and
more physical," Tyler said.
Young said there has also been an added
emphasis on "explosiveness."
Jones also brings experience and astrong
work ethic that has garnered him prestige in
the college basketball world.
.
At Florida under head coach Billy Donovan. he helped the Gators win two national
championships.
.
In addition, he brought on former NBA
assistant coach Brendan Suhr to the UCF
staff, serving as director of program development in more of aconsultant role. Suhr
brings three decades of professional experience, including work with the Detroit Pistons when they won back-to-back NBA
Titles in 1989 and 1990 and arole with the
original Dream Team.
Jones also brings with him apassion for
recruiting, apassion which the Knights have
PlfASE SEETRANSFERS ON BS

Season ticket holders get rewarded
NICOLEStaffSAAVEDRA
Writer

•

•

Some of the fans piling
into Bright House Networks Stadium this fall will
be casual fans, the ones who
malce it to one or two games
this season.
Those weren't the fans
who were dining in The
Venue for UCF's kickoff
luncheon on Thursday.
These were the fans who
will be there every game.
Fans like Lynn and Kimmy

I' •

~-

Trivett, a couple who has
missed one game since 1991.
The Trivetts aren't UCF
alumni Lynn, ai;etired football official, decided to support the local university
almost 20 years ago.
They've attended football games, men's and
women's basketball, baseball and volleyball, just to
name afew.
When it comes to football, though, the llivetts are
the truest offans. When the
Knights are away, the 'Inv-

etts aren't watching the
games on television or a
shaky computer newsfeed;
they're right there, in the
stadium, near or far.
"We travel to all the
games, home and away,"
Lynn said. "The only game
we missed was East Carolina [one year], and Iwas the
best man at ayoung man's
wedding in Atlanta We just
love them, and these are
like our kids; thecheerleadPlfASE SEE FANS ON B6

COURTESY CHRIS SCHUBERT/UCFAA

One lucky fan had his day made by meeting Knightro.Fans also had the chance to
take pictures with the players.
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Conference re-alignment:
It's all about the money

Rental* and e-Textbook Titles
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for textbooks and supplies at ·my.ucf.edu.
Onl~e Textbook Ordering with
Registration Integration at
www. ucf. bncollege.com
Largest Selection of USED textbooks
Lowest Textbook Pricing Guaranteed*
nook and nook accessories
All Required Course Materials
Year-rou!}d Textbook Buyback
Largest Selection of UCF merchandise
Full Service Cafe featuring Starbucks®
Fast, Friendly,Customer Service
Aportion of your bookstore purchase
goes to support UCF!

When Ileft Orlando for
West Virginia in May, I
expected to return to UCF
in the fall with anew college football scene.
Rumors swirled of the
Big XII's dissipation, that
the SEC looked to poach
MIKESportsBALDUCCI
talent from the ACC and
Editor
that the Big East planned
to add two C-USA teams Conference USA is a
serious deterrent to that
to increase its market.
The Knights seemed goal
like aperfect choice and Despite everything
were set to be one of the about Florida being a
few teams to benefit from recruiting hotbed and
the conference reshuffling. Orlando being amoneyThe Orlando metropol- maker market, let's be
itan area is the No. 27 mar- clear: UCF will never
ket in the country, with a reach its monetary potenpopulation of 2.1 millioIL tial as long as bad teams in
The University of South C-USA continue to hold
Florida is in the No. 19 back the likes of the few
market, Tampa Bay, with good programs - UCF,
just more than 2.7 million, East Carolina and Housand the Bulls are doing toIL
Sure, no one is going to
fine financially.
UCF has new sports tune into a Rice-Tulane
facilities popping up every Friday night ESPN game,
year and the recruiting has but there's more to this
slowly but surely than just ~onference visibility and popularity . improved
So why not UCF? All there's the money.
the cards seemed in place When a team from a
on this side of the deal. non-automatic qualifying
Rightly so, however, the conference makes it toa
Big East was hesitant to BCS bowl, revenue is
add more C-USA teams divided among all teams in
after the rest of the confer- these "mid-major" conference deals fell through. ences.
· But despite adecision When bo~ Boise State
that should seem like ano- and Texas Christian landbrainer for any UCF stu- ed spots in last year'sBCS
dent, Iwas met with relief bowls, arecord $24 million
fn?m many when the plans was distributedamong the
fell through.
non-A~.
Apparently;
the The Western Athletic
Knights' destruction by (TCU) and the Mountain
Rutgers in December was West (Boise St.) confertoo much for some people. ences each took asplit of
The thought of the $8 million and $10 million,
Knights' defensive line respectively.
being run all over by West C-USA took $2.8 milVirginia's Noel Devine or lioIL More than only the
having Rutgers quarter- Mid-American Conferback Tom Savage burn the ence and the Sun ·Belt. Csecondary for 500 yards is USA is now in the illustrienough to scare off the ous league of the MAC
masses who don't under- and .the Sun Belt in terms
stand the real reason col- of "mid-majors who can't
lege football even exists: reach the next level"
And who can comThe money.
The money is the rea- plain? The conference
son why scouts toil in the went2-4 in last year's bowl
backwoods of Central games, including yet
Florida, searching for dia- another loss in the Liberty
mond-in-the-rough run- Bowl to a middling SEC
team.
ning backs.
The money is the rea- Meanwhile, the Big
son we built anew stadi- East escaped total devastaum on campus. The tion in the collapse ofthe
money is the overall goal . rumored conference
every year the Knights rearrangement.
begin their football season. Thereare still talks of a
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Leaving (-USA for abetterconference will allow UCF toplay against abetter quality teamssuch asRutgers,Miami,and
Texas.
·

Check out our Classifieds,
online and inprint!

Bookstore

•

new 1V deal in the conference, which bas proven to
be the No. 1moneymaker
in the college football
world (For reference, the
Big 10 Network nabs each
team around $20 million
per year.)
The Orlando Sentinel
reported that the Big East
made $364 million
through its football programs in 2008 (2010 numbers are not yet available).
In contrast, C-USA didn't
lag too far behind, earning
$308 million.
What these numbers
don't include, however, is
the Big East's real claim to
fame: basketball.
Teams like Georgetown, Villanova and Marquette aren't included in
the figure, and once factoring in the increase in basketball revenue on top of
the marginal football
increase, UCF would be
rolling in the dough to
compete in the state and
compete with USF, who;
as much as they'd .hate to
admit it, are our closest
equal in the state.
Right now, it's all about
baby steps.
Not to harp too much
on aUSF rivalry, but surpassing the Bulls' football
program should be UCF's
first long-term goal
Ditch C-USA as soon as
possible. Earn money
through the Big East.
Improve the school
Improve the football program. Establish the
Knights as the team on the
cusp of the "Big Three."
Suffer through a couple
years of thrashings from
Cincinnati, Rutgers and
WVU. Hope that Syracuse
doesn't walk all overUCF
on their way to aBig East
basketball title.
If theKnights get lucky
and beat one of the Big
Three who are in the
midst of their worst season in decades, don't put
up abillboard on the 407
with a smug George
O'Leary declaring that the
Knights are here to stay.
Baby steps. And the
first step- and only correct step - is jumping
ship to the Big East as soon
as possible.
There's nothing in CUSA but the chance to
beat Arkansas.
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Losing out on Big East is good news

Tunnel vision can be
dangerous.
All the talk just afew
weeks back was about
conference re-alignment.
Things were going to
change in abig way.
While there were afew·
moves made - and the
feeling lingers that more
are still to come - it
wasn't the massive shift
that caused speculators
to either drool or break
out in hot sweats.
For UCF, the move
seemed obvious: The Big
East.
An automatic qualifying BCS-conference. A
renewed series with rival
South Florida It seemed
too perfect; the Big East
would fix all of our problems. We'd be in the type
of conference that would
enable us to recruit BCScaliber athletes, get more
national exposure, and
finally realize our potential.
That was supposed to
happen. It hasn't.
However, it's not necessarily abad thing that it
hasn't happened yet, and
it could even be agood
thing, that we're "stuck''
.in Conference USA
First, to play devil's
advocate with the Big
East, I'm not saying joining the conference couldn't do all these positive
things for UCF's athletics
progr~. It could do all
of them and more. But
it's just not as perfect as
some would like to think.
For starters, though
the Knights would pretty
much be guaranteed a
renewed series with USF,
they're UCF's only geographical rival in the conference. Thf Big East is a
northeastern conference.
Notre Dame-Southern
California aside, most
rivalries are based on
proximity (at least in
their origins) because

STEVEN
RVZEWSKI
Contributing Writer

teams didn't travel as far
as they do now.
C-USA, although
labeled as spread-out and
random, actually fills out
fairly nice as aSouthern
Conference with East
and West Divisions,
UTEP in west Texas
being the farthest west
and Marshall in West
Virginia being the farthest North.
USF is the red-headed
stepchild in the Big East
map, and by joining, we
would only become the
red-headed stepchildren.
Neither school truly fits
geographically.
Also, the Big East has
an automatic BCS bid,
but does anyone know
why? It has some highprofile schools, especially
in basketball, but even

the best Big East football
team can't stand up to
the upper echelon SEC,
Big XII, Pac-10 or ACC.
Look at any preseason
poll and find the Big East
teams. Well, there's Pitt
and West Virginia ... and
... um ... that's it.
Any conference jump
is largely afootball move,
which makes sense; football makes the most
money for the school,
and for the most part
other sports aren't nearly
as limited by their conference. The Big East is a
basketball conference
with football teams. Why
would you jump to abasketball conference for
football reasons?
Finally, depending on
how things play out, UCF
could have other options.
The SEC is atradition-steeped conference
and therefore along shot,
but Orlando fits well geographically. The long
shot is if the SEC decides
to expand to asuper-conference.
The ACC is probably
the best option for an

upgrade, both geographically and competitively.
As opposed to aseries
with one in-state rival in
the Big East, the ACC
provides two of them:
Miami and Florida State,
which are higher profile
and more tradition-rich
than USF, despite that the
Bulls have been on the
rise the past few years.
There is the possibility of two mid-major conferences, including CUSA, forming anew
conference and getting a
BCS bid. Then UCF definitely wins.
It's far-fetched to
some, but then again,
wasn't most of this realignment chatter not too
long ago? Nonetheless,
it's arumor, and thereby
apossibility.
The underlying point
here is this: We're in CUSA, and that's just fine.
It's time to stop using our
conference as acrutch.
UCF can become a
national power; the kind
auniversity of this size
should be, in all sports,
regardless of conference.
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If UCF stays in (-USA, it can have to potention to be the flagship program of the conference and play quality teams such
as Houston and SMU.
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Transfers add depth to already powerful roster

FROM 81

already began reaping
rewards from
Guard Jarvis Davis
signed with the Knights
th~ day after Jones took
over.
Since then. Jones has
added transfer center
from Michigan State Tom
Herzog, 7-foot-tall JuCotransfer power forward
Dwight Mccombs, guard
Isaiah Sykes and forward
Josh Crittle.

After aseason in which
they were often overmatched in height, returning Knights are happy to
see the roster add some
size with this class of
recruits.
"I'm excited about the
players coach Jones
added. They give us an
opportunity to have afew
true centers and big guys
down low," said Tyler,
who will have the added
help of Crittle, McCombs
and Herzog in holding

down the paint.
Though the schedule
isn't finalized yet, the
Knights gained some
attention by inking agame
with the Gators on Dec. 1
in the new Amway Center.
"It's agreat opportunity any time you can play a
national program, against
one of the game's great
coaches, and to do that in
Orlando and have that
kind ofexcitement," Jones
said

Donnie Jones will coach the Knights this year after serving as head coach for Conference USA rival Marshall.

TaylorYoung wil l~k to help AJ. Rompza distribute the ball and lead the Knights this season.
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Mayor Rich Crotty and
head coach George
O'Leary.
Offensive coordinator
Charlie Taaffe and defensive coordinator Dave
Huxtable unveiled the
current starting lineup.
O'Leary praised the group
for their commitment this
summer, which included
the team breaking 22
weight-room records.
Throughout the afternoon, the coaches and
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Fans get to meet players and coaches at event

ers, the players, the band
- everyone involved."
The luncheon paired
guests with two players or
coaches for lunch. Tables
for eight were priced at
$500 and single tickets
were $50. Proceeds from
the event are put toward
,,scholarships for studentathletes.
Guests heard speeches
from Orange County

speakers stressed just how
important the fans are to
the team and its success
and urged supporters to
bring friends to the games.
"I've been around football for 40 years, and I
think we have agreat situation here. You really need
to go out and enjoy it,
whether home or away,"
O'Leary said in his address
to fans. "Get behind your
football team because it
makes adifference, it real-

ly does. There are always
going to be people who
complain, but you don't
worry about them. There
are too many great people
at UCF that want to win.
enjoy the game on aSaturday and get behind the
athletic program. That's
what we need to be doing.
When you go toagame,
bring two or three
friends."
After nearly two
decades, the Trivetts have

not only seen changes on
the field, but in the attitudes of the fans, particularlyin the past five years.
"They're so excited
because they're making
history," Kimmy said, "A
lot of the schools that are a
lotolder, they havealot of
history, alot of tradition,
but our students have
started building tradition.
They're more and more
proud of the school"
O'Leary and his team

are hoping to continue to
build tradition on the gridiron. Before O'Leary left
the stage on Thursday
afternoon, he told the
guests the team's sole goal
this season.
.
'We have one goal, and
that's to win the conference championship,"
O'Leary said. "Support
your team, stay with them
and bring people to the
game. UCF is on its way to
being what it needs to be."

COURTESY CHRIS SCHUBERT/UCFAA

Season ticket holder and resident voice of UCF basketball, John Evans,meets Victor Gray and other Knights players on histour of the UCFSeason Ticket Holder Fan Fest.
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Jones names NBA veteran assistant to staff
STEVEN
RVZEWSKI
Contributing Writer

As the saying goes, the
company you keep says a
lot about you.
. The company UCF
men's basketball coach
Donnie Jones keeps certainly gives off one overwhelming vibe: experience.
There is, of course, his
friendship with Florida
coach Billy Donovan,
after having served
under Donovan as an
assistant at Florida while
he was winning back-toback NCAA Championships.
And now there is new
Director of Program
Development Brendan
Suhr.
Suhr joined the
Knights staff this offseason and brings experience by way of having
been in the NBA as an
assistant coach, as well as
other positions, for more
than three decades. He
has coached more than
2,500 NBA games.
Suhr was apart of the
Detroit Pistons franchise
when they were known
as "The Bad Boys" of the
league and won back-toback NBA Titles in 1989
and 1990. He was also on
the staff of the original
1992 U.S. Olympic Dream
Team. He has worked
with players the likes of
Dominique Wilkins,
, Isiah Thomas, Penny
Hardaway and Nate
Robinson, and coaches
from Chuck Daly to Dick
Vitale to Lenny Wilkins.
That caliber of experience will now be at the
disposal of the Knights.
"First of all, anyone
who can come in with his
experience and mentality, knowing what it takes
to win championships,
and having sat on the
bench with great coaches, is a great addition,''
Jones said. "He validates
what we're trying to do
offensively; we're trying
to run an NBA-style
offense."
Suhr got his start
coaching way back when
he was in high school,
where legendary Hubie
Brown was then coaching. Right out of college
he took ajob as an assistant to then University of
Detroit's basketball
coach Dick Vitale. Years
later, Hubie Brown
would bring him back
aboard his staff, this time
when he was head coach
of the Atlanta Hawks.
Asked how he came to
bring his insights to the
Knights' program, Suhr
credited geography and
friendships.
"I've lived in this town
for the last 14 years," he
said. "Donnie Jones has
been a tremendous
friend of mine for the last
decade. For me, it's an
opportunity to come to
work every day and work
with one of my best
friends."
He also credit the university's forward vision
as playing a role in his
decision.
"Having such familiarity with the school, I
knew of this university's
constant strive to move
to alevel of excellence,
academically, and now
taking their athletic program to another level,"
he said
The respect between
Jones and Suhr is mutual.

(ff ARCHIVE

Head coach Donnie Jones announced that respected NBA veteran assistant coach Brendan Suhr will join his 2010-11 staffas the director of program development. Suhr has experience in the NBA and CBA.

BRENDAN SUHR

TIME WELL SPENT
Suhr was the head scout for the
gold-medal winning United
States"Dream Team"at the
1992 Barcelona Olympics.
COMPANY WELL KEPT'
Suhr assisted Basketball Hall of
Fame coaches Chuck Daly,
Hubie Brown and Lenny
Wilkens. He also coached Hall
of Famers Adrian Dantley, Joe
Dumars, Isiah Thomas and
Dominique Wilkens.
CBA EXPERIENCE
Suhr led the Continental Basketball Association, serving as
president, general manager and head coach ofthe Grand Rapids
Hoops from 1995-97.
"Coach Jones is aservant leader," Suhr said_
"It's not about him, it's
about our players. It's
about serving our players
and the university, developing each one of them
to be as good as they can
be. We're not focused on
ourselves.
"It's about what [the
players] take from you
each day. Did you help
them?"
It's this philosophy
that he hopes can be used
to take the program to
the next level, an expectation that has been present for awhile, now more
than ever since Jones and
his staff took the helm.
' What we're trying to
do here is create tremendous brand awareness, if
you want to call it that,"
Suhr said ' Not just locally, but on astate level, and
then anational level People, even in this area, don't
know what a gold mine
[UCF] is. Ifs big time basketball. The type of basketball where, when
you're talking about
recruiting, this is adestination for top players."
In addition to his role
with the Knights, Suhr
also has his own company, Off The Court Inc., a
company he has been
running for 20 years
where he focuses on

coaching the coaches,
with clients as high profile as college and NBA
coaches.
"Basically I'm helping
[the coaches] develop
themselves to help their
teams get better,'' Suhr
said. "There's a real
demand for this because
these are driven people;
they have an incredible
desire to grow and develop."
When asked if there
was one particular position he'd held over the
years that was most valuable, whether it be his
position while winning
NBA titles with the Pistons or helping form the
original Dream Team, he
said instead that what he
valued most was all the
players and coaches he
had worked with over the
years.
"I don't look back at
any one thing," he said.
"There's just aseries of
great opportunities."
The newest of which
he feels is at UCF with
the Knights.
"It's afantastic opportunity ...," he said. "[It's] a
unique challenge to
come across town and
work with guys that I
have a deep respect for
and can learn from ... It's
a great time to be with
the Knights."
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A~ 2,400 miesweek! OTR,
Fleg:Jnal,Teans. Local
oriertaoon. Dally a-weekly pay.
98% rob.di. COL-A, 6rrooths
OTR experierx:e. (!ro)4149569.
~ciiveknijlt.cxrn
ARE YOU PREGNANT?
CONSIDERlt\G ADOPTION?
Lovrg married CXlLpe seeks 1D
ocqX. WiD be Fll1ine Mom(~
36) ard ~ Dai Fnniaf
SE.O.Jity. EXPENSES PAID.
Kml3il (888)300-3255 FL B.:r#0150789
c.outesy ltlSI Needed
12ml-&rn sift, Clean ll'M"Q
remo
recµrect. Emal resure1D:
CVl~cd.cxrn

AlRUNES ARE HIRlt\G -Trail fattjl i:ayqj AWl!KXl Mailtaul:e
Caeer: FAA~ p-ogm1.
Fnniaf oo ~quailied-t--b.sl;i
avai¥le. CALLA~ lnstitule
cl ManlEna-ce (866)314'3769

STUDENTPAYOUTS.COM

Paid Suvey Takers Needed in
Or1ando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on &nveys.
FREE GAS &GROCERIES for
Life!!! Start Receivi1g $200
Welmart Gift cards Today.
Call Ask Me How!!!
407-951-1325

200

Waterloo! Lakes:

Lage watErlroot h:Jm,s &UMtDmes
3, 4&5txtm $1,215 &tp. Yard lrd.
~

Roon-males 1D share 1hs beaJtiflJ,~ furished 212.rord:>(less 1tm 1mle lrml UCF
C3TllJS) p.:xil,citmuseg'ym,aris &baskabal ~
lw:i"en,washer.tlyer,
v.o:idterarw: frors,s::reened
~ CJVe!XXJidrYJ i:ml-~
roorrmale AvaiatjeALg 1st
rd.des all u1iities <I'd cale.Gal
Mchele 813-763-5517.

~

2&V2 1/2Ba bMmUse for Rent
@$950lro waler n:i.,::eJ. 1rm
dej:x)straµro. NO PETS.
loca1ed @Thak:hers l..alcr,g
(Walerford Lakes)
Fer rrore m:xmaoon pease cal
.Allelt @407-398-6093

t-bstlmjyhas3 rocrnsma for
fanale st.dens my. 2soy
&WD rd. Cal Fely 407-739-0183
18d 1flJ ,:xivale balh, for rert i1
my tune.4ml from UCF.
$550tro.Sl-ortcr kTg term OK
Price rd everyltrg 407-758-8918.
UCF stLdent n:xnmale wanled 1D
sh.re a4bd, 25br furished
tnJSe (vocin room) with 3
slu:iJus s1l.dens. loca1ed 151m
lrml UCF. (954)778-200>

tune 1.5 rri bUCF. $475 I.Ai, wi1i

Rooms avail. fer senior or
graduate sludenl In immacuale
Y.! home near UCF. $400tno. +11.3
util No pets please. Avlil asap.
Call 407-7lB6098.
1room avai n211.5Non-Srookrg
Female i:ref.$500tm. hcl al
I..Jtitaje_ 15 rm 1D UCF. Av;;m
roN. CUs1Drnized lease a\lal.
Cal 352-IDh'3623
.$40Cltro free utittanet
Q.Ellsafe,,egoo10001orm
from UCF -(954)007 12Z3

~

NC MOUNTAINS- Bra-d new1
lvb..rrtai1 Top ra:i recimd 1D
$29,500! Privale, rea- Boooe
area, IB'kfncn:ig, rrust
sel (866)789-8535
Room for rert i1 3,2 tune i1
Mrglon Park. New <I'd cmt 5
mils from UCF. Q..iet CXllTJj'lrily,
a\00 traloc. 1-igHipea:j mret,
Vvi"eless,<I'd IJl lTUT1 cale.
$495.tro uti rd.

=

l<oyc¢@eattirknet

Cal407~
FOREO...OSED HOMEAUCTION
1400+- FLHomes IAu:fun:9/18
Q:JenHouse:SeJ:t4,11 &'12
REOC I1/teN FtJ l..islrgs
www.Pa:J1:ncxrn RE Bl1<r
001031187

He has captivated audiences worldwide on his
internationally acclaimed talk shows, "Crossing
Over" &"Cross Countri'. Don't miss this
intimate evening with John Edward.

Jeba ldwari
Author, Lecturer, Psychic Medium

Melbourne,
FL
Oct. 7, 2010- 7pm

Fort Myers,FL

Crowne Plaza Melbourne Oceanfront

Get Tickets!

Oct. 8, 2010-7pm

Harborside Event Center

Use for thunder;-separation, travel and other anxieties!

Proven Over 85% Effective
Gentle Pressure Calms Dogs
Money-Back Guarantee
Recommended by Thousands
of Vets and Trainers

••

"Overwhelmingly, Thundershirt
has been asuccess with our
thunder and fireworks cases."
Dr. Mark Guise, DVM, Harrisburg, PA

JUST $36
Enter Code "FLNET10"
for FREE SHIPPING!

thundershirt.com I866-892-2078
.I(.

Great Netlxx:lk &.ly!
HP Wii 5101 Exec.Netbook;

merray (338);Wrdms
XP; 25 rros.flJ ADP 'IWmn/,
MS Oloce Enterprise 2Wl.
$825.00 rew, roN :1619.00

Drug-Free Solution for Dog Anxiety

.•

100%NEW Mallress am Bax
Twil $85,FtJ $95,CkJeeri $110,
Krg $189.Wilh W<mllly!
Can Dewer. 407-936-4194
LEATHER UVlt\G ROOM SET. n
~used~
l'~
.Xi:e $:n'plasoc,
.Xl, &ai1i:e $975.Can
deiver. Cal Bl (407)574<1955
NEW t>bv.ooo SAWMlllS1..uroe!Mate-f' h!rdes ~ 34"
ciaTieta", rris boards 28' v.tle.
Auanm:ldcµ;k~
i1creases efficiency tp 1D 40%1
www.l'bwoodSawmJs.cxmOOJN
(!OJ)661-7746 Ext300N
~

thundershirt
'

j

www.JohnEdward.net ·g"'
or call: 800-233-3123

... who will be there for you?

/J,

v.eJSie<i

~

pa.cx:,m ercal l..aJll at
407-443-7136
h-savi:lecr~ 100%
satisfied crSer\>mS ae free. PJ&J
speriaizesilfa:nnxfun
111aSS.ge.

DONATE YOUR VEHICLE
RECEIVE $1CXXl GROCERY
OOUPON UNrTED BREAST
CAI\CER fOLA'.IDATION Free
Ma 111 ,:gems, Breast Qmer nb
www.iJx:f.i1fo FREET~, Tax
DeciJ:lille,Non-Rt.mer., .
~ . (888)468-f,964.
BANK FORCED BID.oFFER
SAi.Ei Srroky lv1ln. l.a(e Prqmy,Tem Plj( '.P-J" ~ 1hen Sltmt
'.P-J" dler! Galec:I w/Amerilies!
Hllry, Regsla-roN, Fist750f'M
(877)6444647 ed.# 302

MJertiseilCNa-100~

FORRENT:
I~Apartments

DRIVER-GREAT MILES! NO
TOUCH FREIGHT! No fl:ln:m
N5NYC! 6rrooths OTR
experierx:e. NO feb,y,OUI last 5
~ Soos/Teans. w.nect.
Carpaly cal: (877)7406262.
www.¢n:.cx:,m
Dril.'ers- FOOD TANKER
DRIVERS NEEDEO OTR
posioons
NOW! CDL-A
w/Tai<er REQD. OJlslarxilJ
pay. &Benefils! Cal arecn.ilaTODAY! (877)484-rol2
www.oakley1ra1spcxtcx:,m

ajJy relaxalm ~ desl:llw! Fer
rrore mmatoo~ caivri'Nlmy

OEO.Cal Moc @407.451.0039.
CHERRY BEDROOM SET. Soi:!
Wood,~ used. mm rew n
lcaJryboxes.8gshDo-..€1ai.
Qgilal rost$4500.Sel tJr $895.
Candeiver.
Ca1Tc:m(813~
BlN ~AIN LAND NOW!
Lowest~ eva1 N.C. Elr)Slll
cty25oo"es, ~WM'S,
paved ro.rl 1-igl allade.Easiy
a:xiessije, seci.mi $45,CXXl.
C>Me-lnntg:(800)810-1!i90
www.v.tt:atm:il.rom
STUDENT SPECIAL
Bra-d rew Flllsize mallress set
$169.Freetime. QUEEN
mallress plJs box $189.Wh1e
cµnilies last. Cal 407-484-1182
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Monday puzzle:
Easy
8 9 7 /eve/
Thursday puzzle:
8 3 9 Hard
/eve/
1 4

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com
1Poet Khayyam
5Stroll 1ORetall mecca
14Repetitious
learning
technique
15 Eagle'sweapon
16Subject of a
court bargain
17Rara
18Howrivals
compete
20 Deadly
22 Icy North AUantic
hazard
23 Explolt
24 Short race,for
short
26 Upper crust
28 ~~ers dance
33 Outer edge
34 Path between
supermarket
shelves
35 Transportation
station
39"Carmen"
41
acknowledgment
43 Assistant
44 What alenient
Judge may show
46 Afio starter
48 White or Red
team
49 How close
mends talk
52 Arrive dressed
up like
55 Exiled Roman

By David W.Cromer

2Find new digs
3Working hard
4Doa
blacksmith's job
5Good at sports
6Westinold
movies
~ ~~~~~n~~a
9Course between
salad and
dessert
1ODashboard abbr.
11 Indigenous
56~:ekar
57 Fraud
12~~~d's
60 Lots and lots
contract
64 How pistol
13 Packs in ahold
duelers stand
More than
67 Kappa preceder, 19 ~lanced
at
alphabetically
Diana" singer
68 LongtimeHydrox 21 Paul
competitor
to consume,
69 Show with varied 25 Okay
as for Passover
acts
70 Actor Morales _27Swedish
furniture retailer
71"8111&_
28 Study feverishly
Excellent
29 Add to the staff
Adventure"
30 Islamic ruler
72 "It's somebody 31
Black ofcount,y
_ problem"
music
73 eBay command 32 Annexe<t
_:
attached as part
DOWN
1Like some
of this document
graduate tests 36 Leaning tower city
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Last issue solved

37 Ottactory offense
38 Manuscript
40 ~=':a,get
42 Tries to get arise
out of
45 Bakers get arise
out of it
47 West Virginia
neighbor
50 "Michael,Row
the Boat "
51 Whirlpoois

52 Explorer
Sebastian
53 Chicago hub
54 Sprayed with
teargas
58Cain'svictim
59 Dallas NBA

team

61 Be defeated

62 Lat list ender
63 Regatta flapper
65WBAstats
66 Pool tool

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

~ : Cl111nfoAII
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Wol1ds, Is looking to con1)lele
lams of al lewis. If you are
18 or youiger, md W0Ud stll
love to cheer compelitillely,
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schedueallyout dae.
Did ~ bse CXJrtaj IWh a, ok:1
frierd? We wil fn:l them.
GtmnESd~trairg. ~we
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FINDING FAMIUES FOR FtORiDA"SKIDS

MILLIONS OF STUDENTS
EARNED AN AGRADE TODAY
AND SO CAN YOU! .

US.A, CANADA, UNITED KINGDOM,AUSTRALIA,EUROPEAN UNION

EVERY DAY AN EASY·· A
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CASH NOW! Get cash U'.P-J"
5ln.J:Ued settl!Jrertcr l¥n.ily
pa')1TIE!l1s.l-igl pa-pis. Cal J.G.
WertY.a1h. Hl66-SETTLEtvENT
(Hl66-738-a536}.Raa:JA+t,;

2 su!do!ku
Puzzles Pappocom
Fill in the grid so
that every row,
6 column
and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1

CROSSWORD
ACROSS

~ih!?!,

www.flori:la.<:lass.oom.
$$$ACCESS LAWSUIT CASH
NOW!I! $$$As seen oo 1V $$$
lry.JY L.awst.it~ ? Need
$500,$500,cro+-Y.11m 48tTs?
Low ralesAPPLY NOW BY
PHONE! Cal Tooay! Tei-Free:
{!Ol)568-8321www~cx:,m
ARTAUCTIONS TO BENEFIT
CHILDREN'S CHARITY -NO
BUYER'S PREMIUM <I'd several
a1v.l:JrKs with ro reserve! Ch!gal,
Pi:ass'.>,Dai, l\li'o, Max, Neirral,
Tm<ay, M;mJri, Pro,ftg3m <I'd
rrore! FREE food <I'd cti1ks <I'd
raffle µizes. Balerl:,ys- Pam
Bea:n,Saluday, hgJst 21st 5µn f'rewlw, ~Au:fun139:xl Jog Rooo Deray Bea:n,
FL33446. BATERBYS -Oam,
Saluday, AI.J3 2lllh-5µn
Prelliew,~Au::li:ln -9101
li1lamali:ml Dr.,lht 1003,
Oam, FL32819. RSVP at
www.baleltlys.cx:,m er cal
(866) 537-1004er emaJ
~1o@l)alat,,$.cx:,mPB/m46AU#37flJ

Rate(

Rate A RateB

$9 $]3 s19
First issue:
$]3
$9
Each addl issue: $6
•Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
•Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
ng UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
B •plReachi
B acement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
B •Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

700 WO!Ship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

Ic:aterb ~ <I'd W<l1 ~b

1ITou;tru Poooa.A:lvertisrg
~ cl Fm::la, Pl4 us b
v.oi<forYou! (866)742-1373

LeasesAvai.

407-700-0768 E11SOOOSO@l-dmail.CXJIT1
www.ForRentNeart.JCF.cx:,m
3/2/2.Aval Now! 4rri from UCF
localed ba'm walamJ mal.
Nee cxmer let Pets web:me.
Please CXJrta:l 407-756-8918
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CLASSIFICATIONS
Rate
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350 For Sale: General A
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A
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B
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OUR STANCE

STOP THE
MOSQUE1

Now is the time
for
tolerance
P

roposed plans of a ·
mosque and community center two blocks
away from Ground Zero are
set to begin, despite an
uproar of controversy.
We believe this is astep
in the right direction toward
promoting separation of
church and state, and combating religious intolerance.
It may be true that those
responsible for the Sept. ll
attacks on the World Trade
Center were part of aterrorist organization whose
main goal is to spread the
word of Islam, but what
many people need to understand is that the members
of al-Qaida are extremists
and are not accurate representations of the Muslim
population.
All ideological differences aside, we must admit
that as Americans we are
allowed to worship freely
and that although it may
upset some people, Muslims
do have the constitutional
right to build acenter of
worship wherever they
please.
This constitutional right
is what makes America one
of the best countries to live
in; it's no secret that in
many countries, citizens
have no choice but to
adhere to the beliefs forced
upon them by their government.

The freedom of religion
we have in America is
something totally unattainable to them.
Another element to consider is that the ongoing war
in the Middle East is awar
on terror, not on Islam. Just
because members of alQaida choose to follow
Islam doesn't make Islam a
bad religion. It makes those
few extremists wrong for
choosing to worship in a
violent way.
Islam is in fact avery
peaceful religion when followed properly, and you
can't ignore the fact that
Muslims and Christians
worship the same God, they
just call it by different
names.
The atrocious acts of a
few extremists shouldn't
hinder religious freedom for
everyone else.
One of the principles our
country is built on is the
separation of church and
state, and the building of
this community center
should not be an exception.
Allowing the proposed
mosque and community
center would give many
Americans insight into the
peaceful nature of Islam and
would be astep toward forgiving Muslims as awhole
for the mistake of afew of
their religious brethren.
This could potentially

stop the racism and profiling against anyone who
appears to be Middle Eastern or who wears aveil.
It has of course been difficult for the average American since the Sept. ll attacks,
but it has also been difficult
for American Muslims who
feel the sanctity of their religion has been tainted by
members of al-Qaida.
"The joy of being aMuslim in America is gone, at
least for now. All the
progress we have made in
the last 30 years is being
reversed,"Shahid Athar,
president of the Islamic
Medical association of
North America wrote in an
article for the website Islam
For Today soon after the
attacks.
"We have to start all over
again. We American Muslims are going through the
most difficult time in our
history in this country," he
wrote.
We hope that the building of this mosque and community center will help
American Muslims on their
path to achieving normalcy
again and re-establishing a
good reputation for their
religion.
We also hope that those
opposing the construction
plans will behave rationally
and respect Muslims' right
to worship.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.CentralRoridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4S56. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

Axis buzz sends
wrong message

W

•
•

hether you're
walking to class,
studying at the
library or sitting in the stadium at afootball game, it's
hard not to notice the abundance of attractive young
womenatUCF.
That shouldn't be the
selling point of the university though.
Earlier this month, Playboy's Miss July and UCF
graduate Shanna McLaughlin decked herself out in
UCF apparel as she posed
seductively in the UCF
locker room for the cover of
Axis magazine.
Since then, the :story of
the blonde bombshell has
stirred up controversy, not
becauseof the content of
thephotos, but because of
the location where they
were taken.
For those of you who
haven't seen the photos, in
all honesty, they really
aren't that bad Seriously, a
bathing suit and atank top
are normal attire for aFlorida girl during the summer.
Had Axis done the shoot
anywhere else but on UCF
grounds, there would be no
issue.
We believe the issueis
the fact that UCF football
coach George O'Leary gave
Axis permission to use the
locker room as the location
for the photo shoot.
Because of this, people
arenow associating UCF
with scantily clad women,

and we're not okay with
that.
Orlando Sentinel columnist Mike Bianchi wrote
that we should "embrace"
the national and even global
attention McLaughlin has
directed our way because it
has caused people to notice
UCF for our football.
This may be true, but not
all publicity is good publicity.
UCF football and the
school in general should
gain popularity through
success and hard work, not
because of half-naked
women.
We really don't need
people coming to UCF
expecting the women here
to take their clothes off,
especially since that's the
impression many people
have of Florida colleges
anyway. .
Incidents like this distract from the fact that UCF
was recently ranked seventh in U.S. News &World
Report's list of up-and-coming schools, that it's the
third-largest school in the
nation, or that it's one of the
leaders in both academics
and research, offering more
than 200 different degree
programs.
We're not blaming
McLaughlin or Axis for this
predicament; they were just
doing what was necessary
to make some money and
increase circulation, and
obviously it worked.
We're saying that

O'Leary should have done a
little more research and
consulted afew others
before allowing the Axis
crew to invadethe locker
room.
According to an interview with the Sentinel, all
ffLeary asked was if the
magazine was distributed
on campus, and when the
reply was "yes," he granted
permission.
Many have apologized
on behalf of O'Leary and
UCF, including Associate
Director of Athletics Joe
Hornstein, who told the
Sentinel that UCF did not
condone the photographs in
any way and that O'Leary
did not have authority to
grant Axis permission to
·use the locker room.
O'Leary himself even
said after hesaw the photos
and video that it wasn't
what heexpected.
McLaughlin, on the other
hand, saw nothingwrong
with the photo shoot being
done in the locker room.
"Everyone is overreacting with this thing .... I'm
not saying that Ilmow anything, but I'm sure that's not
the worst that that locker
room has seen,"McLaughlin told Tony Bruno on his
radio show, Into the Night.
For now, we'll just have
to hope that the buzz coming from newspapers and
blogs soon dies down and
that it won't negatively
affect our reputation.

You can find foreign
customs in the U.S.

Ihope some of you
He extended his
were able to traveJ during
hand, afamiliar tradition,
the summer break.
which Ihappily met, this
Maybe Iwould lmow
turned into ahug which
what you were up to if I
is about as warm as
had aFacebook.
Americans get, it then
Although Itook sumturned into akiss on the
mer classes, Iwas still
cheek, thereafter evolvlucky enough to slip
ing into aEuropean
away and experience a
greeting by including the
culture unlike my own,
other cheek which over
LACY
PAPADEAS
Guest Columnist
and ifIhad aFacebook
the years Ihave become
and we were friends, you
accustomed to, but then
could see the five pictures Itook on it strayed from anything Ihad previmy cell phone since Iforgot my
ously encountered and went to a
good camera.
kiss on the lips, followed by aproImust admit, however, Ishould fuse thanking on his part.
have been abit more prepared by
"Oh my, that was avery friendly
reading up on common greetings iron delivery," Ismiled and said
before my journey. Iguess Ijust did- while looking at the iron, in order to
n't think it would be all that neces- avoid making eye contact.
sary.
' Do you need an ironing board?''
Istayed in alittle motel off the He eagerly asked
beaten path. Not only did Iwant to
"No, Idon't think so. Ican just
avoid resorts, but this particular
use atowel," I said, now straightarea didn't have one anyway. I'd got- faced, trying my best to act as if
ten lost, so Icalled for directions, kissing people on the lips in such a
and although Ibelieve the man was situation is not at all abnormal.
speaking English, Icouldn't under"I'll get you an ironing board," he
stand aword, so Istopped at the
said as he quickly left.
market to inquire. This also got me
And apparently an ironing board
nowhere.
is much more significant because
Ithen aimlessly ~ve around
not only did that come with akiss.
until Ifound it. The motel was as skipping the initial and Isuppose
expected; it matched up to the pho- only introductory,
tos guests had posted online.The handshake/hug/cheek kissing, but
proprietors were very accommodat- he followed it by saying "I love you."
ing, even calling to wake me for
If that's what comes with an iron
breakfast when Ihad slept in But and an ironing board, God only
one afternoon when Icalled to see lmows what happens ifsomeone
ifit were at all possible for me to
carries your bags or gives you a
use an iron, the exchange was quite ride.
foreign.
While I'm all for embracing
I'm not all that familiar with the other cultures,it does make me a
typical Indian greetings, and Isup- little hesitant to travel anywhere
pose our initial meeting was
more foreign.
That was just in The Berkshires
obstructed by the front desk, so I
did my best to follow his lead.
of Massachusetts.

ON UCFNEWS.COM WHAT YOU ARESAYING

Suspicious death
outside Millican Hall

So UCF released astatement
saying the wounds appeared "selfinflicted;' but now the ME says
there was no gunshot wound and
the death is suspicious. So it could
be ahomicide still and caused by
someone else. The guy could have
been strangled for all we lmow.
Good thing UCF was trying to
get amessage out for PR purposes
to put everyone who was moving
in at ease, when in fact amurder
could have happened Idiots.

show we have not forgotten their
huge sacrifice they make everyday.
. You are truly amazing! keep up the
great racing too :)
- TARA GIBILISCO-BENNINGER

UCF PD moving

The new building looks great.
Glad to see many deserving officers get anew building. Now if
UCF could only fire those officers
that have no business working
here. There are acouple of them
that are complete jerks and do not
lmow how to talk to people without
yelling at them. Those two
- ANONYMOUS guys with mustaches on ATVs at
football
games have to go. ComEveryone needs to understand
this guy was one brief thought away pletely unprofessional.- UCF GRADUAil
from killing several other people
before killing himself... UCF is not
immune from Vuginia Tech-type
situations. No one, anywhere is.
-ANONYMOUS

Incoming freshman
races for acause
Ryan, Congrats on all you have
accomplished ... Thanks to you I
have been able to support, write to
and send care packages to 13 different Marines &Soldiers over the
last 20 months with Adopt a
Marine/Hero program.
Each time they go home safe.. I
adopt afew more.. It's agreat program to get involved with and

Team Potter, forget
Edward vs. Jacob

This is so correct. Harry Potter
is about morals, bravery, friendship and love. Iseriously can't
understand any morals that might
be in any Twilight book or film.
When Iread the Twilight
books, Iseriously thought that
there were OK and an entertaining story, but it is definitely not
worth all the hype. Plus, they
destroyed all the coolness associated with vampires. Give it three
more years, and no one will care.
Harry Potter will live forever.
- ALYSSA
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